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Beloved Centurion: 

As we study this lesson, THE LAWS 
OF GROWTH AND DEGENERATION, please 

keep in mind that we are still REACH
ING FOR A STAR. Let me stress again 

the importance of this thought - that we 
are either progressing or retrograding all 

the while. As I have told you before, there is 
no such thing as remaining stationary or on a plat

eau in this life . We must grow or degenerate . That is 
the law. 

So. important is this truth that great writers often elaborate on it . 
I like the following thoughts on this subject : 

Henry Ward Beecher : nwe should so live and labor in our time 
that what came to us as seed may go to the next generation as 
blossom; and that what came to us as blossom may go to them as 
fruit . n 

Victor Hugo: "Progress - the stride of God ~" 

George MacDonald : "All growth that is not toward God is growing 
toward decay . " 

Margaret Fuller: 11I am suffocated and lost when I have not the 
bright feeling of progression . n 

There are many, many more philosophies and quot atior.s on t his one truth , 
the importance of progress, growth , and t he disastrous result s of permitting oneself 
to go backward or stand still while others go marching ahead - letting life pass you 
by . 

Our greatest aim in Mayanry is to try t o continuously bring home to our 
members the importance of never permitting a negative thought to have a part in 
daily life . Regardless of how difficult it may seem to you at t his moment to ac
complish your desires , whether i t is in your business life , your home life , or 
whatever it may be, it £§Q be done . Ways open llQ • Sometimes the manner i n which 



the problem is solved is seemingly a miracle, but really it is only the work of 
God in your life. 

As an example, among the letters I receive daily, was one from a member 
who had been inactive in the Mayan Order. She was returning to us and here is 
what she said : 

11How very glad I am that I have been able to resume my lessons . 
They are so full of wonderful, inspiring and uplifting words 
that I hate to think of all I would have missed had I not 
resumed them. Mayanry has done so very much for me that as I 
look back over the months, I can almost count the progress ti 
have made, step by step . 

11 I must tell you that the latest thing that has come to me is 
the new work that I have . It seemed to be presented to me 
quite by accident, but, being a Mayan, I know that God's hand 
was directing each move . It is like a new life for me, and I'm 
sure I could never have done it had I not learned the basic 
principles of wisdom and understanding through Mayanry . I can 
hardly wait for each new lesson - so eager I am to go on and on 
and climb higher and higher on the Pathway of Mayanry and learn
ing . " 

This is just one of hundreds of letters which we receive every day . Some
times our failure to progress is because we try too hard , and in so doing we lock 
out that which we are seeking . Just open your heart and mind to receive and if 
your desire is good and yrrur aim is worthy, know that someway , somehow, you can 
use the powers which have been given you . Never permit this truth to go from you. 

And now we repeat together the words of the following prayer: 

Heavenly Father , I am thinking of the powers 
with which thou hast endowed me . 

Help me not to lose or allow them to grow weaker , 
but to conserve them, develop them, and use 

them in the doing of thy will . 

Amen . 

USE AND GROWTH 

GHE relation between use and growth is so common , and we all see it operat
ing around us so continually , that we may easily forget its importance. 
Everyone sees and knows that a used muscle develops while an unused one 

degenerates . Every strong man has developed his muscles by use , and every weak 
one is a person who has not done so . All this is well known . 
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We must go on fr om there to realize that this applies to all our powers 
and capabilities. The athlete we see in a game or contest has developed his 
muscular power by exercising it, but he has also developed his powers of percep
tion and coordination by the same means, so he can see what to do with his strength 
and be able to do it quickly and accurately. I t is sometimes a marvel what he can 
do, and this phase of athletic skill seems to increase as time goes by. A football 
game, for instance, requires much more precision, coordination, and quickness than 
one did a generation ago, and the players have been built up to meet that neces
sity by more exacting practice. 

This principle applies in any skill or art. Doctor Einstein, for example, 
did not spring full-grown into the scientific arena. He began working with the 
equations governing physical laws and forces in his early twenties, if not sooner, 
and through the years built up a montooental scientific understanding and skill. 
No doubt there have been many potential Einsteins, but only one with the necessary 
patience and determination to build up the abilities needed to work with. 

It has been said that genius is one-tenth inspiration and nine-tenths 
perspiration. At least it is true that no matter how much genius one may possess, 
it will remain unknown unless with painstaking patience he builds up the abilities 
necessary to express it. The same is true of the master in any art, skill, or 
endeavor. 

Some people with small abilities have been able to increase them amazing
ly by this common, simple, well-known formula of use and practice . Probably there 
is no one without some special ability, but if there were such a person even he 
could do wonders by choosing some preferred line of endeavor and cultivating his 
abi~ity by using whatever powers he does possess, however limited. 

It is hardly necessary to indicate that all this applies to you, as that 
is the reason why these things are being said to you by means of words on a page. 
It remains only to begin using the elementary principles we are stating, and keep 
at H. You can do in your field and your measure something like Einstein did in 
his, if you will follow tqe same law as it applies to you, and do it with the same 
persistence and devotion. Abilities are standard equipment, but skill in using 
them is not. The ~ ~with R§., but the other must be acquired. 

H E R E D I T Y 

ET us now go a little more deeply into the facts we have just been notic
ing. When we do we discover that they are more than facts; they are laws. 
Each individual may build up his abilities and capacities by use . If he 

really tries he grows stronger and more skillful with them as time goes on. Then 
he probably will pass the potential of health and ability he has built up on to 
his descendants. A generation does the same. Any generation becomes heir to what 
past generations have been and have been capable of doing . We begin where our 
fathers have left off. 

The history of the remote past is pretty grim reading about pretty grim 
times. The difference between those times and ours did not come about by accident. 
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It is the result of struggle. All of civilization that deserves the name is the 
consequence of the long climb our fathers made so that we might come into the 
world at a higher level of ability, opportunity, and advantage, than they did. 

The process does not stop even there . The greater powers and opportuni
ties we ·have had handed down to us have laid upon us the greater obligation. Like 
our fathers, we are expected to do the best we can with what we have , but the fact 
that those who have gone before us have handed down so much greater advantages 
than they t hemselves means that more is rightly required of us . 

The process does not stop there either. What our fathers owed to us we 
owe to those yet to come. Every generation has been building for the future, and 
so must ours . We have wider knowledge, juster laws, and the ability to use better 
manners , than did the caveman; but let us not be so self-sufficient as to forget 
that the centuries will bring others who will surpass us as far as we have surpass
ed the caveman . We must remember that we owe this to the future, in addition to 
what we owe the pre~ent. 

11The centuries have been getting ready for usn, an inscription on a memor
ial gateway reminds the undergraduates of a certain university. They have, and we 
owe a debt of gratitude to those who made it true. We also are here to make it 
possible for future generations to be grateful to us that we helped get ready for 
their coming. All this is mankind building up a racial heredity of strength and 
ability. It is the human race accumulating powers and qualities through exercise, 
effort and struggle. That is the reason for the improvement the centuries have 
seen taking place. 

Is one, then, not to build up his abilities and dedicate his efforts to 
his own needs.and desires? That is a question over which many stumble, a point at 
which many miss the way. The wrecks of men and empires who let their efforts be
come ingrown warn us not to make the same mistake. 

Here is the principle - what one does for the spirit he also does for the 
flesh, what one does for others he also does for himself, and what one does for 
the future he also does for the present. In God's economy, nothing is lost . 

LEARN BY T R Y I N G 

. ET us now look at some of the evidences of the fact that one phase of this 
law of development is that the sum of our abilities is what we have tried 
and found we could do . We learn by trying, and what we thus learn becomes 

a part of ourselves . Then what thus becomes a part of ourselves becomes through us 
a p~·t of the world life. Once to realize this law would surely waken anyone to 
the importance of his best effort s with the sharpness of the sudden shock of touch
ing the electrode of a charged battery. One who had really gotten this into his 
mind simply could not ever again be apathetic and inactive. 

Take some of the single-celled or few-celled creatures in a water pool. 
They have never stirred from their places till some day one of them pushes out first 
a little bit of its protoplasm here and then a little bit there, and finds that it 
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moves . It keeps moving, slowly at first, and finds that it changes its location a 
little . Later it !nay go visi~ing, or move to a new home . What had been stationary 
has found that it is capable of motion . It has acquired motility because it has 
used a power its dim consciousness had never known it had . Even that dim conscious
ness is quickened a little by the discovery. 

Something about having made an effort and succeeded seems to have become 
a permanent part of the life of this tiny creature . After a long time perhaps a 
little water worm emerges . It too keeps its place because , though it may have a 
rudimentary brain , it knows nothing about motion, the interesting process of going 
places, and the valuable ability to move ~ut of the way of danger . 

One day this wormlike creature gets so tired of lying in one position that 
it wriggles a little , and behold , it moves . It tries it again, and finds it can 
swim . Water creatures without legs and feet still swim the same way that little 
~reature did long ago . I t merely tried something new , and found it could do it . 
A new power , a new way of life , were born through struggle . 

This must have grown and spread till there were new species with new 
abilities , and these species improved these abilities through use till new ways of 
l i fe emerged . Do you not see that it all came about through reaching for some
thing that lay at first beyond the grasp , reaching for a star , so to speak? None 
of this would ever have taken place if none of God ' s creatures had ever ventured 
to try something i t did not know i t could do . 

The development of the human species has been long and great . One by one 
man has learned to do wonderful things . For instance, he wanted to fly, and he had 
a certain persistent feeling that it could be done . He failed again and again, but 
he kept trying till one day he got a crude , motor- driven, winged contraption into 
the air and kept it t here awhile . The rest of the story is well known . It has been 
the same with other development s . Now man is working on new projects, and some day 
he will succeed with them, just as the little water worm discovered he could swim 
because he wiggled his body in t he water and it moved . 

There is your law of progress and development . You can apply it in count
less ways , and you wi ll always find it one of the most enjoyable games you ever 
pJ..ayed . 

THE LA W 0 F D E G E N E R A T I 0 N 

•

E now come face t o face wit h the sadder side of this whole matter , the 
part that should make each of us stop and think, and forever after guard 
ourselves from falling into the trap it sets for us . It is the fact that 

we can let powers degenerat e as well as develop them, that while development requires 
E;lffort , degeneration requires none , and that while development can go on and on , 
degeneration tends to become complete and final . 

We cannot tamper with the laws of nature and life . To challenge them al
ways ends in defeat and ruin for the challenger . It has been tried countless times , 
and the result has always been the same . Let us now take the winning side of it, 

"' .. : ..... : 
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once for all. 

As in the case of development, we have all seen the law of deterioration 
taking effect. We know that a used muscle grows stronger and that an unused one 
grows weaker. But while a neglected muscle can be exercised back to strength again, 
there seems to be a limit to the degree and number of times it can be done , and it 
is certain that if it is neglected long enough and completely enough, it will atrophy 
and lose its power ever to function again. 

That this carries along the line of heredity we can see in the now useless 
and troublesome vermiform appendix in the human body, which probably in other times 
and circumstances was a needed organ that has now degenerated into a wasted vestige. 
The splint bones that served the eohippus, or early horse before the species grew 
hoofs are now useless traces behind and above a horse's foot . 

Fish that live in subterranean caves still have traces of the eyes that 
once served their kind when they lived where there was light to which to react, but 
without the stimulation to use they gradually disappeared. But since they needed 
some form of perception to take the place of sight they have developed extremely 
sensitive skin nerves that tell them of the approach of any object there in the dark 
where eyes would serve no purpose anyway . 

But these organs and powers are always on their way out . They never come 
back and never would . What is lost by this law seems to be lost forever . Something 
else, like the skin nerves of the fish, may be developed to serve instead , but what 
natlire has taken away as the penalty for non-use is gone forever . That is the law 
of degeneration, which we shall show comes up in one of the parables of Jesus when 
we come to the next section of this lesson. 

This applies to every organ and process of our bodies . It applies to the 
power and precision of our minds . It applies to the operation of our senses, abil
ities, and skills . It builds for the person who tries . It destroys for the person 
who does not. And what it destroys it does not restore. Do not be its victim. 
Let it work for you . It will serve you well. 

AS JESUS PUT I T 

•

ESUS, with his marvelous skill at condensation and suggestion , put all of 
this into the brief space of what we call The Parable of the Talents . The 
talents were pieces of money , but they were symbolic of any life value we 

may possess - health, strength , mind, learning, skill , character , spiritual under
standing, or anything else of the kind . 

The story is that a man intending to be absent for a time trusted three 
servants with the management of some of his money while he should be away . One he 
asked to take care of five talents, a sum worth about five thousand dollars . The 
second was to be responsible for two talents, ·and the third for only one talent, 
valued at about one thousand dollars. The sum assigned each was supposed to be in 
proportion to his ability. 
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While the rich man was gone , the servant who had received five talents 
traded with the sum and doubled it . The man who was given charge of t wo talents 
did proportionately t he same and doubled his . But the man with the one talent -
representing both the least capital and the least ability , buried it in the ground 
for fear it might be lost. 

When the day of reckoning came, as it always does , the man who had 
doubled the five talents was commended and rewarded. So also was the man who had 
capably managed the two talent s . But the man who had been trusted with the least 
and had done nothing with it , had it taken from him and was condemned . 

Then the Master summed up the whole matter and stated the law briefly 
but fully in t hese words, 

11 To him that hat h shall be given , but from him that hath not , even 
that which he hat h shall be t aken away ." 

Si mplified , it meant t hat whoever builds up what he has naturally has 
abundance , but whoever does not hi ng with what he has loses it . Even if it is lit
tle it becomes less and finally not hing at all . That is the law of development 
and degenerat ion , and i t is ~ t han the st ars . 

Out of t he infinite r eaches t he Mast er has trusted each of us wi th a 
suitable measure of real worki ng capit al in t he form of t ime , strength, talent , 
and the l ike , t oget her wi t h a certain ot her measure of potent ial ability, t alent , 
and similar values , a possible increase i n wort h t hat may be gained by capable 
use, according t o whet her and how we try . 

Some of us , like t he firs t t wo servant s , try to add t his possible value 
t o the act ual one , working wi t h what God has given us to i mprove i t. Others , like 
the man wit h one t alent, having no creative imaginat ion and not seeing any possi
bi lities , save keeping what we have , run squarely up against that ot her law of 
life decreeing t hat what one merely seeks t o save , he loses . 

Work with what powers you have , and t hey will grow and improve . Leave 
t hem alone and t hey will decr ease and di sappear . That is what happens t o our powers 
and possibilit ies of body, mind, and spiri t . Our business here i s to take our 
act ual asset s , our working capit al , and so manage them as t o i ncrease them, t o 
double t hem by adding t he potent ial wor t h t o t he actual value . 

P ARABLE S I D E L I G H T S 

• 

HE Parable of t h.e Talent s i s a mast erpiece of t he law we are now consider
i ng , so let us not leave i t t ill we have looked at a few more of its 
implicat ions . They can make a great difference in our lives , either way . 

All t he versions of t hi s parable we have show t he man with the great er 
trust s doing bet ter, and the man with t he smallest one failing even though he had 
t he least t o r isk . Perhaps t he first two had more experience , but i t looks as 
t hough t he real reason for their success was t hat they wer e not afraid while t he 
man who fail ed was . One who trust s no one else really does not t rust himself . 
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In actual life sometimes the characters are reversed . There it is some
times the five and two- talent men who fail for lack of a sense of responsibility, 
while many one-talent people succeed because the very smallness of their working 
capital makes them feel that they must make some showing with it . 

Those who deal with money and property must observe some limitations of 
profit and increase , but those who deal with life values do not . There is no legal 
limit or maximum allowance on the exercise of one 1 s best abilities in living a 
wider, richer , more useful life . Tbere are no roadblocks on the highway to excel
lence, quality , wisdom, usefulness, and good . There is nothing to stop or delay 
you save your own powers of decision . 

Everything God has given us has a product ion potential of some kind . You 
can use it for good , and as you do so its productive power i ncreases . Like the 
talents in the parable , or property in use , or money invested , it has the power 
to multiply itself . It wi ll not do this aut omatically , but i t will do it in re
sponse to faithful and intelligent management . 

We are stewards , administ rat ors , managers under appoi nt ment, of all t hat 
comes to us , includi ng our possessions , our abilities , and our capacities both 
actual and pot ential . We have no right t o appropri at e t hem wholly to our own use 
or to manage them solely as our own . The test of our stewardship is how the whole 
estate prospers . The steward always receives his reward , and i t t oo will grow . 

Each of t he t hree men in The Parable of t he Talents accept ed a t rust . 
Two of them dealt with their shares in a constructive way , while the third dealt 
with his in a negative manner . Each received the appropriate reward for what he 
had received and what .he had done wit h it , and each reward was positive or negat ive 
according to the manner in which the trust had been kept. It was not t he mast er 
who was responsible . Each man had selected his own result when he made his choice 
of act ion . I t i s so wit h us all . Where each of us st ands t oday i s where we came 
ourselves . We were perfectly free , for bett er or for worse , t o have chosen an
other course . 

You gain or lose every day by using t he laws of life r i ght ly , wrongly , 
or not at all . You have t he power to go forward with your life , but no one will 
make you use i t . You must speak t he word of command yourself . 

AFTERTHOUGHTS 

~N closing this lesson, let us consider a few random observat ions on t he 
~operation of these laws of growt h and degenerat ion . 

Stop at t his moment . Locat e yourself and determine your direct ion . Suppose you 
are at midstream in a boat. One of two t hings is happening t o you . You are either 
rowing upstream or drifting downst ream . You are sit ting st ill , did you say? No , 
you cannot do that . If you are using your oars you are moving upst ream, but if not 
you are drifting down . You do not remain stationary . Nature will help you down , 
but you have to work your way up . To gQ backward all you have t o do is - not hing 
at all . Remember that if you decide to climb some chosen hill of superiority you 
still cannot reach the top wit h one step , however hard you t ry . 
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Among all the people who have gotten off the ground you cannot find one 
who started at the top of the ladder . It takes time to train a strong arm, build 
a generous knowledge, acquire a superior skill, or accomplish an important task . 
The many who have done it before you have all found that they had to take one step, 
live one day, and lay one brick at a time . They too found that they had chosen a 
long road to travel, but they had the courage and patience to begin and keep go
ing . It is a pleasant road , for the consciousness of progress warms the heart ; but 
even a lovely road can be long . It takes heroes to do worthwhile things , and heroes 
do not give up even when it looks as though they had reason to . 

It has taken God a long time to get His creation where it is now, and it 
will take Him a long time yet to get it where He has planned to take it . But that 
does not change either His purpose or His methods . You will have to learn the 
same attitude . Whatever you do, it will take time to get it right; but it will be 
worth the while . 

How will you keep books? The answer is, you will not have to . You your
self are the record of what you have done and how well you have done it . What you 
were doing was becoming a part of you all the time when you were doing it . Every 
deed, word, and thought , of all the years past is woven into the fabric of your 
life today . Your character , personality , ability , and worth , make up the record , 
and God knows exactly how to read it . It makes a great deal of difference how we 
fill the hours and days, for we are writing with unseen pens . 

_Wh~t ;you are tod9-y_~s what ;y_ou cJ.id~yer?!erday . ~ ~at you do today 
will be in part at least the result of what you did yesterday , 
and it will change you in its turn . You are building now the 
foundation on which you will stand tomorrow . You are now shaping 
what you will have to work with when the story is nearing its 
close and you cannot change it much. We have to finish the work 
of one class satisfactorily before we can be promoted to the next . 
What grade have you reached? Are you moving on to higher class
rooms, and to ultimate graduation? 

That is what the law of growth is all about , and it completes the process 
in time - if it is not allowed to come into conflict with the law of degeneration . 

M E D I T A T I 0 N 

I seek to know the talents with which my Master has entrusted 
me, and so to use them that they will improve and multiply . 

YOUR CLASS INSTRUCTOR. 


